
RACHMANINOFF, SCRIABIN, SHOSTAKOVICH, MEDTNER, 
CUI, GLINKA,  RIMSKY-KORSAKOV

With poetry of Alexander Sergeyevich Pushkin
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CONCERT DATES AT TWO VENUES

Saturday, September 19, 8:00 pm

Sunday, Feburary 7, 3:00 pm

Saturday, April 16, 8:00 pm *
Sunday, April 17, 3:00 pm
* Saint Mark’s Episcopal Church, 1625 Locust St.

AN ARGENTINE MUSICALE      Piazolla, Ginastera, Pujol  

RUSSIAN MUSIC SALON           scriabin, rachmaninoff, medtner

ARMENIA’S ARK OF MUSIC      Komitas, arutiunian, hovhaness 

Saturday, Feburary 6, 8:00 pm

Saturday, September 12, 8:00 pm

This event will not presented at Ivy 
Hall. Please view our two alternate 
Philadelphia concert locations. 

Sunday, March 13, 3:00 pm

Saturday, June 4, 8:00 pm

A MUSICAL ODE TO EARTH     ludwiG, crumb, bloch, debussy  

MUSICAL MIGRATIONS            Kodaly, bartoK, Khachaturian 

MUSIC ACROSS LATITUDES    GrieG, villa-lobos, ravel

Saturday, March 12, 8:00 pm

Saturday, November 28th, 8:00 pm

Friday, June 3, 8:00 pm

Sunday, November 29th, 3:00 pm

Saturday, May 21st 8:00 pm

FLUTE & PIANO                     scandinavian accents

VIOLIN, PIANO & SAXOPHONE   hindemith, eychenne         

GUEST PIANIST: Pawel checinsKi   choPin, liszt, Granados          

 Sunday, February 21, 3:00 pm

Sunday, December 6, 3:00 pm

(Not presented at Ivy Hall)

Wednesday, December 16, 7:30

 Wednesday, February 24, 7:30 pm
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Ivy Hall – International Institute for Culture
6331 Lancaster Avenue
Philadelphia, PA   19151

sunday, 3:00 pm
February 7, 2016

The Ethical Society of Philadelphia
1906 S. Rittenhouse Square
Philadelphia, PA   19103

saturday, 8:00 pm
February 6, 2016



The purpose of our concerts is to share the richness of classical music in an intimate 
environment, allowing listeners to experience the fullness of music when heard up 
close. We believe in making music more accessible by building context around the 
compositions and composers, and sharing insights about what we are performing.

This season’s concerts are presented under three categories:
• Culture and Composers
• Concept Concerts
• Recitals ~ solo, duo, trio
Our categories are simply doorways into the music to provide a focus, expanded 
sense of awareness, and larger appreciation. 

We greatly enjoy speaking with our concert-goers after the performances, and invite 
you to linger after the concert for refreshments and conversation. 

info@FineArtMusicCompany.comFineArtMusicCompany.com 215-803-9725

www.iiculture.org

Thanks to John and Martha Haas 
and staff of the International 

Institute for Culture for providing 
Ivy Hall for our concerts. 

The International Institute for 
Culture (IIC) is a non-profit 

educational and research center 
seeking to promote international 
understanding through cultural 

means. Started in 1989, IIC 
is engaged in international 
conferences, lectures series, 

language and cultural programs, 
educational seminars, art exhibits 

and musical performances.

215-877-9910 www.phillyethics.org

Thanks to the
Ethical Humanist Society of 
Philadelphia, with whom we 

present our concert series. Our 
great appreciation is extended to 
the Society’s volunteers – music-
lovers, every one of them –  who 
show excitement, interest, and 
helping hands to frame out the 
performances and receptions.

 Ethical Humanism, a humanist, 
religious and educational 

movement, has nurtured religious 
humanism and contributed to 

progressive causes for well over 
a century.

215-735-3456

TaTyana Rashkovsky, mezzo-sopRano  
Tatyana was born in Moscow, Russia, where she 
received her Bachelor of Music Degree at the Musical 
College of Moscow State Conservatory. She came to 
the United States, where she joined Advanced Studies 
program at the University of Southern California. 
After a successful audition for the Los Angeles Music 
Center Opera, she joined the company in the role of Die 
Vertraute in Srauss’s Electra opposite Leonie Rysanek, 
conducted by Randall Behr.  Other highlights of her 
career include the roles of Enrichetta in I Puritani with 
Placido Domingo as a conductor, Lola in Cavalleria 

Rusticana, Orlofsky in Die Fledermaus, Maddalena and Giovanna in Rigoletto, 3rd 
Lady in Magic Flute, Teresa in La Sonnambula and Mrs. Herring in Albert Herring, 
Sorceress in Dido andAeneas with opera companies of San Jose, Santa Barbara Grand 
Opera, Opera Company of Philadelphia, New Jersey Verismo Opera and Vox Ama 
Deus. Ms. Rashkovsky engagements include Alto Soloist in Mahler’s Symphony 
no.2, Handel’s Messiah, and Mozart’s C Minor Mass. Her recordings include Dido 
and Aeneas, Choral Fantasy and 9th Symphony by Beethoven and Verdi Requiem.  
Her recent engagements include a performance with Lyric Fest, and concerts with 
Fine Art Piano Company. She has been on the faculty of Fifth Stone Music School 
and teaches voice in The Philadelphia School and in her private studio. 

Inna Lobanova-heasLey, poeTRy 
ReadeR, was born and raised in Moscow, Russia. 
At age 15, she graduated from Moscow Regional 
School of Music with focus in piano performance 
and music theory. She then received her diploma in 
English as Second Language and Translation from 
the Moscow University of Foreign Languages. 
Before she moved to the United States, Inna 
worked for the USSR Theater Union and served as 
a professional interpreter at numerous international 
arts festivals and workshops in Moscow, working 
closely with many leading Soviet and European art-

ists from ballet, theater and film. Inna came to the United States in the early 90’s, and 
settled in Philadelphia. In 2007, following her passion for advocacy of the arts, Inna 
founded her own public relations company, PR Perfect LLC, with a main focus on 
promotions of local performing arts organizations. As a musician, Inna taught begin-
ner piano at Lake Superior State University, Sault Ste. Marie, MI, and in her private 
studio. Having a natural appreciation for vocal and choral music, she has been actively 
singing with local and national choirs. Inna joined Choral Arts (Society of) Philadel-
phia in 2008 and became its PR manager in 2011.



•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •    reading: Winter Morning
MIKHAIL GLINKA (1804-1857)

I RECALL A WONDROUS MOMENT 

CESAR CUI (1835-1918)
STATUE AT TSARSKOYE SELO

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •   reading:  To 
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF (1873-1943) 

Two Preludes, for piano solo
- E FLAT MAJOR, OP.23 #6 - Andante

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •    reading: Cloud
- D MAJOR, OP. 23 #4 – Andante cantabile

NIKOLAI MEDTNER (1880-1951)
I HAVE OUTLIVED MY ASPIRATIONS
WINTER EVENING

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •    reading:  The Prophet
ALEXANDER SCRIABIN (1872-1915)

PIANO SONATA #5 (in one movement) 

        ~ INTERMISSION ~
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •    reading: My Talisman
DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH (1906-1975) 

ROMANCES, OP.46
 - REBIRTH
 - BITTERLY SOBBING

NIKOLAI MEDTNER (1880-1951)  
TO THE DREAMER

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  reading:  Oh Spring! Season of Love
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF (1873-1943)

LILACS, FOR PIANO SOLO – Non allegro

NIKOLAI RIMSKY-KORSAKOV (1844-1908)
WITHERED FLOWER OP.51 #3
ON THE HILLS OF GEORGIA

SERGEI RACHMANINOFF (1873-1943) 
NE POI, KRASAVITSA (OH BEAUTY, DO NOT SING TO ME)

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  reading:  Monument  
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF (1873-1943)

PIANO SONATA #2
Allegro agitato 
Non allegro - Lento 
Allegro molto

PROGRAM
Katarzyna Marzec-Salwinski, piano  •  Rollin Wilber, piano

Tatyana Rashkovsky, mezzo-soprano  •  Inna Lobanova-Heasley, poetry reader

kaTaRzyna maRzec-saLwInskI, pIanIsT,  was 
born in Czestochowa (Poland), and made her debut as 
a soloist with the Czestochowa Philharmonic Orchestra 
in Rachmaninov’s Second Piano Concerto in 1992. She 
continued her piano studies at the Academy of Music 
in Cracow, while simultaneously studying Musicology 
at the Jagiellonian University. Upon receiving her MA 
in Piano Performance, she moved to the United States, 
where she worked intensively with Pawel Checinski 
at the Chicago College of Performing Arts. Katarzyna 
has performed as a soloist with orchestras and chamber 

ensembles in Europe, the United States, the Middle East and in Japan; performances 
include a devilishly difficult Second Piano Concerto by Prokofiev, with Maestro Luis 
Biava and TUSO. Katarzyna has been active as a performer of contemporary music, with 
several premieres. Following her interest in literature and its connections to music, she was 
involved in a field of Polish modern art song, both in making arrangements and performing. 
This earned her several awards (for best accompaniment in 1994, for best collaborative 
artist in 1995). Katarzyna has appeared in several concert series, among others “Mostly 
Music at NEIU” in Chicago and “Concerts at One” in New York, and performed live 
for radio and television. Currently Ms. Salwinski serves as an Artist-In-Residence at the 
Ethical Society of Philadelphia, and at the International Institute for Culture.  Her students 
won competitions and performed at Carnegie Hall and Kimmel Center. In 2013, she was 
awarded a Doctor of Musical Arts Degree, under the guidance of Harvey Wedeen at 
Temple University. She is on the faculty of Nelly Berman School of Music in Haverford, 
PA. For more information about Katarzyna please visit www.katarzynamarzec.com

About the Artists

RoLLIn wILbeR, pIanIsT, was raised in the New York 
area, within an extended family of professional musicians 
and began piano studies at eight with his grandmother, a 
rare female concert violinist in 1900. He started performing 
publicly at the age of 16, and graduated from high school 
one year early to begin studies with Temple University’s 
Maryan Filar, an internationally acclaimed pianist and 
Chopin interpreter who was a protégé of Walter Gieseking. 
Rollin had the great privilege of studying in this deeply 
developed approach to music, and continued studies with 
Filar well beyond graduation. In 1980, he competed in the 
Chopin Competition in Warsaw. He has been an active 
recitalist for the last forty years, including performing 

numerous concerto solos with local orchestras. Nurturing a continuous lifelong passion 
about sharing music at an innately deep level with people,  he formed a presenting and 
performing group with colleagues, called FINE ART MUSIC COMPANY, in 2010. Rollin 
teaches private piano lessons to mid-level and advanced students, focusing on helping 
musicians develop their own 'voice.' For more information about Rollin, please visit: www.
RollinWilber.com.  and www.FineArt PianoCompany.com

* * *



About the Music & Poetry
In a prior season, we performed A Russian Salon of Music and Poetry, replete with 
Russian composers, wonderful piano and vocal music, and stirring poetry by great 
Russian poets, read out loud in the original Russian. It had a magic to it, and the 
salon inspired deep feelings and avid conversation. 

Following our hearts to repeat this, we embarked on the present Russian 
Music Salon, which soon built itself around poetry of the inimitable Alexander 
Sergeyevich Pushkin, but not only in songs of music created for expressing 
his poems in a multitude of unique ways. We go a step further, reading aloud 
Pushkin’s words, again in the original Russian, to frame the musical works even 
more aptly. With the sound of the language, we wish to put ourselves closer to the 
mood of the land, the people, and to those profoundly historical times and places 
that Pushkin touched with his life and spirit, which then found a second home of 
posterity in the continual inspirations of composers for the next hundred years.

Among modern poets set to music, 
Pushkin occupies an unparalleled 
position. In opera alone there are 
no fewer than 141 works based 
on Pushkin’s oeuvre, including 
one rock opera. A host of operas, 
cantatas, symphonic and chamber 
compositions, ballets, and music 
for films and stage productions 
also form part of this musical 
body. The collective output of 
about 500 authors of 'romances' 
(art songs) and choruses based on 
Pushkin’s lyrical poetry numbers 
in the range of several thousand 
pieces.

Why have Pushkin's words been 
such a reservoir for composers? 

Readers of Russian can attest to the beauty of the rhyme and how easy it is to read 
his poetry.  His style was a bold transition from the comparatively stiff poetry 
that preceded him. His poems are always full of feelings, so it is inspiring to 
composers, and the poetry itself sets the tone for the music. Notably, in his era 
of the early 1800's, Pushkin was a voice of freedom, and so his poetry continued 
to speak to different generations on many levels. Most importantly, Pushkin's 
language is contemporary and powerful, and it doesn’t age with time.

Poet Marina Tsvetaeva wrote, "Pushkin was my first poet, and my first poet was 
killed." This quote comes from her prose My Pushkin. Tsvetaeva, who was one 
of the most famous Russian poets of the 20th century, said that Pushkin gave 
her passion and love for poetry and freedom. Her work about Pushkin is really 

Nikolai Andreevich Rimsky-Korsakov (1844-1908) Composer, member of the 
group of composers The Mighty Five. He is considered a master of orchestration. 
His Capriccio Espagnol, the Russian Easter Festival Overture, and Scheherazade, 
are staples of the classical music repertoire. He wrote fifteen operas. He believed 
in developing a nationalistic style of classical music, employing Russian folk song 
and lore with musical elements, ‘musical orientalism’, and eschewed traditional 
Western compositional methods.

Though profoundly 
original, Rimsky-
Korsakov’s 
work developed 
classical traditions. 
He was close to 
Mikhail Glinka in 
his harmonious 
perception of the 
world, his subtle 
artistry, his perfect 
mastery, and his 
firm reliance on 
folk tradition. The 
most characteristic 
features of his 
creativity are 
revealed in works 
associated with fairy 
tales, folk fantasy, 

the poetry of the Russian countryside, and colorful pictures of the life of the people. 
These themes revealed his remarkable pictorial and representational gift, as well as 
the freshness and special purity of his sincere, warm, and somewhat contemplative 
lyricism.

Rimsky-Korsakov’s style was strikingly national. He used authentic folk themes 
in his works and integrated folk-song intonations in his own melodies. He made 
many innovations in harmony and instrumentation, significantly expanding and 
enriching their coloristic possibilities. He influenced Russian and foreign music not 
only through his compositions but also through his selfless editorial work, which 
made possible the publication of many Russian masterpieces, and had an enormous 
impact on the music world. Works of his abound based on the words of Alexander 
Pushkin. The poignant Withered Flower pairs with the passionate melancholy of On 
the Hills of Georgia in our salon.

Pushkin's African heritage through his mother 
was reported to be visible in his appearance. 
Some portraits reflected this, others did not.

 Nikolai Andreevich Rimsky-Korsakov 
by Ilya Yefimovich Repin



a recollection of her childhood memories of first encounters with his poetry and 
his image as a human and a poet. One of the most vivid and favorite impressions 
of Tsvetaeva's childhood was her daily visit to Pushkin's monument. She writes: 
"The Pushkin monument, surpassing events, is a monument against racism, for the 
equality of all races, for the primacy of each one, as long as it yields a genius. The 
Pushkin monument is a monument to black blood flowing into white, a monument 
to the confluence of bloods, as there is a confluence of rivers, a living monument 
to the confluence of bloods, to the mixing of national souls - of the most distant 
and seemingly most unmixable. The Pushkin monument is a living proof of the 
baseness and deadness of racist theory, living proof of its opposite. Pushkin is 
a fact, which overturns the theory. Racism, before it was born, was overturned 
by Pushkin at the very moment of his birth." We can think about the Pushkin 
monument that Tsvetaeva is describing in her work and compare it with Pushkin's 
own poem, Monument, which you will hear in the end of the concert. Here is a 
quote from Monument that Tsvetaeva found particularly 
effective in describing Pushkin's roles as a poet:
        
"And for a long time I will be loved by the people
 For I awakened good feelings with my lyre
 For in my cruel century I glorified freedom
 And called for mercy for the fallen."

Alexander Sergeyevich Pushkin (1799-1837), often 
referred to as Russia’s Shakespeare, is accredited 
with  use of the Russian language that was astonishing 
in its simplicity and profundity and formed the basis 
of the style of the great Russian novelists who came 
after him. His novel in verse, Eugene Onegin, was the 
first Russian work to take contemporary society as its 
subject and pointed the way to the Russian realistic 
novel of the mid-19th century He was the first to use 
everyday speech in his poetry, fusing Old Slavonic with 
vernacular Russian. This blend gave his works their 
rich, melodic quality. 

Pushkin’s father was of an old boyar (old aristocracy) family; his mother was a 
granddaughter of Abram Hannibal, who reputedly was an Abyssinian princeling 
bought as a slave at Constantinople, and adopted by Peter the Great. Pushkin’s 
parents adopted French culture, and he learned to speak and read in French. He 
was left to the care of his maternal grandmother, who told him stories of his 
ancestors in Russian. From his old nurse, a freed serf (immortalized as Tatyana’s 
nurse in Eugene Onegin), he heard Russian folktales. 

Pushkin Monument, Moscow

About the Music & Poetry continued

Dmitri Dmitriyevich Shostakovich 
(1906-1975) was born in St. 
Petersburg in 1906 and educated 
at the Petrograd Conservatory. His 
symphonies and quartets are among 
the greatest examples of these classic 
forms from the 20th century. His style 
evolved from the brash humor and 
experimental character of his first 
period, exemplified by the operas The 
Nose and Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk, 
into both the more introverted 
melancholy and nationalistic fervor 
of his second phase (the Symphonies 
No. 5 and No. 7, Leningrad), and 
finally into the defiant and bleak 
mood of his last period (exemplified 
by the Symphony No. 14 and Quartet No. 15). Early in his career his music showed 
the influence of Prokofiev and Stravinsky, especially in his prodigious and highly 
successful First Symphony. He could effectively communicate a melancholic depth 
and profound sense of anguish, and display a certain bombast as deft satire of the 
pomposity of the Soviet state. 

The acid style of his early Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk irritated Stalin, and 
Shostakovich was attacked in the Soviet press. Fearing imprisonment, he withdrew 
his already rehearsed Fourth Symphony; his Fifth Symphony (1937) carried the 
subtitle A Soviet Artist's Reply to Just Criticism. It is more ingenious than most 
critics have fathomed, for it managed to satisfy both the backward tastes of the 
party censors and those of more demanding aesthetes in the West.  He  ran afoul 
of the government again in 1948, when an infamous decree was issued by the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party accusing Shostakovich, Prokofiev, 
and other prominent composers of 'formalist perversions.' For some time he mostly 
wrote works glorifying Soviet life or history. With his Thirteenth Symphony, 'Babi 
Yar,' a 1962 work based on poems by Yevgeny Yevtushenko, he provoked major 
controversy because of its first movement's subject: Russian oppression of the Jews. 

In 1936, when he was ‘denounced’ for Lady Macbeth, it provloked him to write next 
to nothing for that year. However, towards its end, he produced Four Romances by 
Pushkin for bass voice and piano, Op. 46 (he did not allow their public performance 
until 1940, keeping them protected from the Soviet Party’s purview). We perform 
two of these songs, with mezzo-soprano. The first song, Rebirth, takes a grim 
satisfaction in seeing an art work survive the over-painting of a barbarian, a timely 
allusion that Shostakovich would be eager to hide from the Party. In Weeping 
Bitterly… he returns to romantic love, with supple beauty and compassionate 
tenderness of the voice. 

Dmitri Dmitriyevich Shostakovich (right) with 
his son, Conductor Maxim Shostakovich.



In 1811, along with 30 other distinguished young men, Pushkin was admitted to 
the Lyceum, an exclusive school for the nobility, located outside St. Petersburg in 
Tsarskoe Selo. Quickly, Pushkin drew the acclaim of his teachers and peers for his 
poetry. His first publication appeared in the journal The Messenger of Europe in 
1814, and at the public examination at the Lyceum, the audience was swept by his 
poem Recollections about Tsarskoe Selo. After graduating in 1817, Pushkin was 
given a sinecure in the Collegium of Foreign Affairs in St. Petersburg. He held 
"revolutionary" ideas which he voiced in poems, namely his Ode to Liberty, The 
Village, and a number of poems about Emperor Alexander I. Ode to Liberty angered 
the Emperor, and, in 1820, he banished Pushkin from St. Petersburg. Pushkin spent 
time in the Caucasus and was then transferred to Moldova. During this time, he fell 

under the spell of George Byron's work, and 
eventually became the leader of the Russian 
Romantic Movement. In July 1823 , with the 
aid of his influential friends, Pushkin was 
transferred to Odessa, Ukraine, where his 
literary creativity thrived, as he completed the 
first chapter of Eugene Onegin.

After a letter which revealed his support of 
atheism was intercepted, Pushkin was exiled 
to his mother's estate of Mikhaylovskoye 
in northern Russia, where he lived for two 
years, under surveillance. While there, he 
wrote the drama Boris Godunov, based on 
the controversial reign of the Russian Tsar 
from 1598 to 1605, and the second chapter of 
Eugene Onegin.  In the late spring of 1826, 
he sent the Tsar a petition to be released 
from exile. Pushkin's activity was subjected 
to a meticulous investigation to establish his 
plausible connection with the Decembrist 

uprising. After a very detailed interview with the Emperor himself, Pushkin’s appeal 
was granted, however, with the Emperor personally censoring all of his works and 
keeping him under secret observation.

Pushkin is renowned for loving women and, in his late twenties, determined to marry 
a great beauty, Natalya Goncharova. She finally agreed to marry him on the condition 
that his ambiguous situation with the government be clarified - and it was. As a 
wedding gift, Pushkin was given permission to publish Boris Godunov, after four 
years of waiting for approval. In 1831, the Pushkins moved to Tsarskoe Selo, to settle 
for a more frugal life and enjoy the tranquility of the countryside. They never found 
what they wanted, as a cholera outbreak in St. Petersburg drove the Emperor and his 
court to take refuge in Tsarskoe Selo in July. In October of 1831 the Pushkins moved 
back to St. Petersburg.

About the  Music & Poetry continued

Alexander Nikolaevich Scriabin (1872-1915) Composer and pianist who initially 
developed a lyrical and idiosyncratic tonal language inspired by the music of Frederic 
Chopin. Quite independent of the innovations of Arnold Schoenberg, Scriabin 
ultimately developed 
an increasingly atonal 
musical system, accorded 
to mysticism, that presaged 
twelve-tone composition 
and other serial music. He 
may be considered to be the 
main Russian Symbolist 
composer. Theosophist and 
composer Dane Rudhyar 
wrote that Scriabin was, "the 
one great pioneer of the new 
music of a reborn Western 
civilization, the father of the 
future musician." 

An  epigraph was published 
at the beginning of his Fifth 
Piano Sonata, about which he wrote, “It is a big poem for piano and I deem it the best 
composition I have ever written. I do not know by what miracle I accomplished it." 
I call you to life, oh mysterious forces!
Drowned in the obscure depths of the creative spirit,
Timid shadows of life, to you I bring boldness.

He had just finished his symphonic poem, Poem of Ecstasy, and the epigraph is quoted 
from his essay of the same title. He reached a gratifying and exciting culmination 
of creative energy release with the composing of this piece. He certainly was driven 
musically to unleash ‘mysterious forces.’ He uses intense words for the performer’s 
guidance throughout the score: impetuoso (impulsively); languido (weak or faint); 
presto tumultuoso esaltato 
(quickly and tumultuously 
excited); vertiginoso con 
furia (dizzily with fury); and 
con luminosita (luminously). 
This last is fore-shadowed 
throughout the work, the 
mysterious forces take the form 
of light bursting forth from the 
darkness, unstoppable, utterly 
transforming it. These ideas 
are akin to Scriabin’s extreme 
philosophy about the power 
of music.

Alexander Nikolaevich Scriabin and accompanist 
and companion Tatiana Fyodorovna Schloezer

 Alexander Sergeyevich Pushkin -  
one of innumerable portraits of him, 

this one byVasily Tropinin.
British Library Board

Alexander Scriabin, (2nd from left) and Sergei 
Rachmaninoff, (4th from right) with teacher 
Nikolai Zverev, in Moscow, in the late 1880's



About the Music & Poetry continued

In 1834, Natalya Pushkina became involved in a scandal that resulted, three years 
later, in a  duel with Pushkin defending her honor. His opponent fired first, and 
Pushkin was mortally wounded. He died two days later, on January 29, 1837. 
Thousands of people of all social levels came to Pushkin's apartment to express 
sympathy and to mourn him. Fearing a 
public outcry over the senseless loss of this 
great figure, the authorities falsely declared 
that a funeral service would be held in St. 
Isaac's Cathedral in St. Petersburg, with 
admission only granted to members of the 
court and diplomatic society. The real service, 
however, was held in secret a day before 
it was announced, and Pushkin's body was 
smuggled out of the capital in the dead of 
night. Pushkin was buried beside his mother 
at dawn on February 6, 1837 at Svyatye Gory 
Monastery, near Mikhaylovskoye. This place, 
with Pushkin family estates tucked into the 
picturesque landscapes, has become a Mecca 
for all those in love with Pushkin's works and 
literature in general.

Mikhail Ivanovich Glinka 
(1804-1857) The first Russian 
composer to win international 
recognition. Glinka has been 
described as a dilettante of genius; 
his slender output is considered the 
foundation of most later Russian 
music of value. He formed the 
basis for a Russian nationalist 
school which resulted in the 
famed Mighty Five (Balakirev, 
Borodin, Cui, Mussorgsky and 
Rimsky-Korsakov), using folk 
music material extensively in 
their music. Many of the works by 
Glinka and the Mighty Five were 
based on Russian history, folk tales 
and literature, and are regarded 
as masterpieces of romantic 
nationalism in music. His opera 

Ruslan and Ludmila (based on Pushkin’s poem of that name) provided models of 
lyrical melody and colorful orchestration. 
 

Rachmaninoff composed only two sonatas for the piano—the first completed 
in 1908, and the second in 1913. His first foray into a staple of the composer’s 
repertoire, the Sonata No.1 in D minor is an expansive work, which in its original 
form approached, in terms of length, the vast dimensions of Schubert’s late 
piano sonatas. Posterity has favored the Sonata No. 2 in B-flat minor, a shorter 
but forcefully expressive work compared to its predecessor, and a magnificent 
example of Rachmaninoff’s mature craft. Work on the Second Piano Sonata 
progressed simultaneously with the orchestration of his choral work, The Bells, 
and Rachmaninoff’s fascination with sound of church bells is evident in this 
piano Sonata as well: sounds of bells, big and small, and the swinging motives are 
saturating the musical fabric of the entire piece. Like its predecessor, the Second 
Piano Sonata also underwent an eventual process of revision in 1931, removing 
six minutes of the work’s superfluous material. This latter version is that which is 
performed today.

Rachmaninoff biographical information excerpted with permission of Boosey & Hawkes

Nikolai Karlovich Medtner (1880-1951) The composer's father, Karl Petrovich, 
born Estonian, instilled in Nikolai a profound love for poetry, literature and art, 
creating of their home a center for the discussion of philosophy and aesthetics. 
Nikolai's mother, Alexandra Karlovna, brought into her son's life her great passion 
for music, becoming his first piano teacher. An intimate connection with Russian 
poetry and its images characterizes Medtner's creative work throughout his life. His 
balanced but increasingly complicated harmonic language grew to take on a mature 
contrapuntal style under some fine guidance at the Moscow Conservatory. 
In 1908, Medtner began teaching at the Conservatory, leaving in 1909 to pursue 
activities as a musician and composer; he would eventually write more than a 

hundred pieces, encompassing smaller 
works for piano, piano sonatas, and 
art songs, many based on the poetry 
of Pushkin. Although he resumed 
his professorship from 1915 to 1921, 
remaining at the Moscow Conservatory 
throughout the First World War, the 1917 
Revolution and its aftermath, composition 
and the performance of his music so filled 
his life that he left Russia to acquaint 
the West with his newest works. But the 
magnitude of historic events experienced 
in his homeland had their unintended 
effect: what was to have been a limited 
tour became a virtual emigration. Except 
for a brief return in 1927, he remained 
abroad until his death in London, in 1951. 

Pushkin's manuscripts were replete 
with drawings, this one a self portrait.  

Nikolai Karlovich Medtner

Mikhail Ivanovich Glinka 
by Ilya Yefimovich Repin



About the Music & Poetry continued

Cesar Antonovich Cui (1835-1918) 
Russian composer of operas, songs, 
and piano music. He was a music critic 
and military engineer, who made up 
a part of the Mighty Five. Cui was the 
son of a French officer, taken prisoner 
during Napoleon’s campaign of 1812, 
who remained in Russia after the war; 
his mother was Lithuanian. Though he 
had no Russian ancestry, his friendship 
with Balakirev and another nationalist 
composer, Aleksandr Dargomyzhsky, 
developed his musical interests; he 
began to compose copiously and became 
a journalistic champion of Russian 
nationalism. Three of his operas are 
based on Alexander Pushkin’s writings.

 

Sergei Vasilyevich Rachmaninoff (1873-1943), one of the greatest pianists of all 
time and one of the most outstanding melodists amongst composers, was born at Oneg, 
near Novgorod, Russia in 1873, into a musical family: his grandfather had been a 
pupil of John Field and his father, too, played the piano. His graduation from Moscow 
Conservatory as a composer came in 1892: he was awarded a gold medal for his Pushkin 
opera Aleko.

Rachmaninoff’s early career established a pattern he was to follow throughout his life: a 
struggle between performing and composing, with economic pressures usually ensuring 
that precedence needed to be given to playing. He was an international figure at 26. The 
years up to the Russian Revolution were spent in an exhausting whirl of playing and 

conducting, with the family’s country estate at Ivanovka, in the countryside 
southeast of Moscow. After the October Revolution in 1917, Rachmaninoff 
determined that he and his family would have to leave the country. They left 
in December; he was never to return. They stayed briefly in Stockholm and 
Copenhagen, sailing to America in November 1918. There, his concertizing 
increased, reducing his time for composition; he also began a career in the 
studio, producing recordings that decades later are still regarded as some of the 
most valuable interpretations of his own and 
others’ music ever committed to disc. 

In 1931, Rachmaninoff signed a letter 
condemning the Soviet regime that was 
published in the New York Times. There 
was retaliation immediately. His music was 
condemned by the Soviets as "representative 
of decadent art." However, this could not 
stop the popularity of his music in the rest of 
the world. He became a US citizen in 1943, 
just a few days before his death. 

Sergei Rachmaninoff wrote two operas 
based on Pushkin writing. We perform his 
beautiful art song inspired by Pushkin’s 
lyric, Oh, Beauty, Do Not Sing to Me. Though there are countless romances 
and songs set to Pushkin poems, this poem is actually a rare case of the reverse. 
It was written by special request as the lyrical accompaniment to a Georgian 
melody improvised by Pushkin’s friend Alexander Griboyedov, the poet, 
playwright, diplomat and composer, during a musical ‘salon’ evening with 
the composer Mikhail Glinka. In turn, this poem was set again to hauntingly 
beautiful music by Rachmaninoff.  

His composition Lilacs is a luxuriant, atmospheric piece written in the early 
20th century, perhaps during time spent in the countryside at his family 
property in Ivanovka. 

Rachmaninoff's set of Preludes op. 23 belongs to the earlier period in his life, 
when a great creative burst followed his marriage to his cousin, Natalia Satin. 
The two Preludes presented today were completed in 1903 and share similar 
mature lyricism with other pieces composed around that time: The Second 
Piano Concerto and the Variations on a theme of Chopin. Prelude No.4 in D 
major begins as a soothing lullaby, while No.6 is a lush lyrical poem. Both are 
composed in a similar form: initial calm is gradually intensified by a series 
of repetitions and modulations, resulting in a magnificent climax. Still these 
two preludes are of the most intimate and sublime pieces Rachmaninoff ever 
composed, and counterbalance the unmitigated virtuosity dominating his 
Second Piano Sonata. 

Cesar Antonovich Cui
by Ilya Yefimovich Repin

The Milkmaid fountain has become 
widely known simply as the Tsarskoye 
Selo Statue or The Girl with a Pitcher, 
created by Sculptor Pavel Sokolov. It 
insprired the poem The Tsarskoe Selo 
Statue by Alexander Pushkin, which 
inspired the song Statue at Tsarskoye 
Selo by Cesar Antonovich Cui.
 

Sergei Vasilyevich Rachmaninoff


